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ABOUT US

COZIP, the specialist in high-end
outdoor furniture

Products made in France, in our
workshops in the Rhône-Alpes region

Kit out your patios, terraces and
sunbathing spots (by the swimming
pool or on the beach) with COZIP
products and live the outdoor life to
the full!

Discover all our products offered in
multiple colors in classic or custom-
made version!



BED Pool side

Browse our Batyline® poolside beds – the perfect

addition to any terrace!

Our waterproof products are UV-resistant, anti-

stain and can be washed using water and Marseille

soap. They are not designed to be fully immersed

in water. Only the COZIP #poolbed is designed for

this. (see p. 8)

Our beds will guarantee you comfort and style. HEAT AND UV-RESISTANT

EASY-CARE

MILDEW RESISTANT

QUICK-DRYING
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DOUBLE JUNG KAKI model / 180X136 cm - H20cm MASSA model / 178d cm - H40cm

ANTI-STAIN PROTECTION
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DOUBLE NANTES model / 200X180 cm - H30cm
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 VERDE model / 200X180 cm - H30cm



BED Beach side

Our beds can also be used for beach

landscaping.

They are made of foam with a waterproof

Batyline® fabric cover (top) and strips of Elitis

premium special outdoor fabric on the sides

(depends on the model). These beds are

original and stylish.
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MASSA model / 178d cm - H40cm

HEAT AND UV-RESISTANT

MILDEW RESISTANT

QUICK-DRYING

ANTI-STAIN PROTECTION
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POOLBED

WATERPROOF

ARTHUR  model / 180X74 cm - H18cm

This 2-in-1 foam and fabric mattress

enables you to enjoy getting in your

swimming pool and lounging beside it.

The #PoolBed is a unique patented

product which consists in a very

comfortable floating foam mattress in a

fabric cover that’s UV-resistant and very

quick-drying. The cover may be cleaned

by spraying it with water and "Savon de

Marseille".

Say goodbye to having to replace your

waterproof beach mattresses every year…

The Poolbed, the best alternative to

plastic mattresses! 

EASY-CARE

UV, CHLORINE AND SALT
WATER-RESISTANT

MILDEW RESISTANT

VERY STABLE ON THE WATER
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JUSTINE model / 180X74 cm - H18cm

CHRISTOPHE - VERDE - ARTHUR models / 180X74 cm - H18cm



OUTDOOR SOFA
Browse our different types of outdoor sofa sets

(chaise longue, chair, corner armless chair...). These

sets can stay outside throughout the summer and

during the winter are kept in a protective cover.

Our waterproof Batyline® products are UV-resistant,

anti-stain and can be washed using water and

Marseille soap.
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HEAT AND UV-RESISTANT

EASY-CARE

ANTI-STAIN PROTECTION
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SERENA sofa set



Browse our waterproof beach mattresses for

tourist industry professionals and individuals !

They are made of foam covered in a

waterproof Batyline® fabric cover.They are

designed to be placed directly on sand or on

a terrace. Lightweight, personalizable and very

hard-wearing, they will serve you for many

years and still look as good as new!

BEACH mattress
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HEAT AND UV-RESISTANT

EASY-CARE

ANTI-STAIN PROTECTION
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Collection Justine GALLICE

Poolbed JUSTINE | 180x 74xh18 cm
Bed PETITE GALLICE | 200x88xh38 cm

Bed JUSTINE | 200x180xh30 cm



CHARLY model | 200X88 cm - H38cm
Outside cover in Batyline and ELITIS fabric

Petit Megeve

Mill ladybird Mill anthracite

ZOOM  PRODUcTS
Beach and poolside beds
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BONBON model | 200X88 cm - H38cm
Outside cover in Batyline

Bonbon Maquis

Charly Rouge étoilé

Petit mamoo Petit Galice

Eva
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Justine Valentin

Marie Mamoo Aurore Kiss

Miss maman

LA CROISIÈRE S'AMUSE model | 200X180 cm - H30cm

Croisère s'amuse Sandra

Double nantes

AnthraciteLight grey

Beige White
UMBRELLA model | 200X88 cm - H38cm
Outside cover in Batyline

Matching cushions also available
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PALOMA | 180x140xh38 cm
Outside cover in Batyline

KON TIKI  | 180x136xh38 cm
Outside cover in Batyline

Anthracite

Beige

Khaki

JUNG | 180x80xh20 cm
Outside cover in Batyline

Anthracite

Beige

ABOO
180x80xh20 cm

Khaki
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Light grey

White

White

Light grey



(( AnthraciteLight grey

Beige White

Modèle MASSA | d178 - H38cm
Outside cover in Batyline

DOUBLE JUNG KHAKI | 180x136xh20 cm
Outside cover in Batyline

DOUBLE JUNG | 180x140xh20 cm
Outside cover in Batyline

AnthraciteLight grey Beige White
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ZOOM  PRODUcTS
Poolbed

ELITIS FABRIC

COCO model | 180X74 cm - H18cm
Arthur Verde

Coco 

BATYLINE

Justine Juliette Sandra Christophe
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Light grey

Beige White

Anthracite

ZOOM  PRODUCTS
Outdoor sofa

SERENA sofa set
Pouffes | 40x40x40 cm
Simple armchair | 80x80 cm - seat height 38cm
Corner armchair | 80x80 cm - seat height 38cm

Khaki

SERENA sofa set 
Outdoor day bed | 160x80 cm - seat height 38cm
Pouffes | 80x80x40 cm
Also available in the 5 colors above

MILL sofa set
Pouffes | 40x40x40 cm
Pouffes | 80x80x40 cm
Simple armchair | 80x80 cm - seat height 38cm
Corner armchair | 80x80 cm - seat height 38cm
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ZOOM  PRODUCTS
Accessories

Protective cover for bed

Silver Gold

8 sizes available :

200X88X38 cm (Umbrella)
200X180X30 cm 
180X80X20 cm (Jung)
180X140X20 cm (double Jung)
180X136X20 cm (double Jung khaki) 
180X140X38 cm (Paloma) 
180X136X38 cm (Kon Tiki) 
180dX38 cm (Massa)

White AnthraciteKhakiBeige

4 sizes available:
Width :

180 cm                          136 cm
140 cm                           88 cm

Bed bases for bed

Protect your beds and sofas against bad weather : dust, wind, rain, UV ...! This light and compact cover is
tear-proof and therefore suitable for everyday use. Its adjustable elastic closure will allow you to better
adapt to your beds / sofas and you can store it at any time in its pocket.

A base is composed of an aluminum bar, with 3 feet of 3 cm fixed on it. Your outdoor beds will be raised
allowing better ventilation and better water drainage.
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www.cozip.fr


